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1. Introduction 

In the past two decades or so, the advent of high-speed digital computers 
and powerful numerical methods such as the finite element method have greatly 
expanded the scope of application of nonlinear theories of solid continua to 
practical engineering problems. In this article we focus attention on finite strain 
analysis of nonlinear elastic materials such as rubber, polymers, biological mate
rials, etc., and of elastic-plastic materials. 

Consistent formulations for numerical analysis of finite elasticity problems 
were presented earlier by Oden' and Nemat-Nasser and Shatoff.2 Finite element 
formulations for finite elasticity problems based on multi field variational prin
ciples were also discussed by Nemat-Nasser and his coworkers.3,' General rate 
variational principles, using alternate measures of stress and conjugate measures 
of strain for finite elasticity, and their modifications which allow for the a priori 
relaxation of the constraints of inter-element displacement continuity and trac
tion reciprocity in a finite element model of the continuum, were discussed 
recently by Atluri and Murakawa.5 It is of interest to note that almost all of the 
numerjc~l formulations as in Refs. 1-4 are based on the principle of stationary 
potential energy or its rate form. This is due to the controversy surrounding 
the existence of a true complementary energy principle for finite elasticity, 3 S 

seen from the recent works of Zubov,6 Fraeijs de Veubeke,7 Koiter,8,9 Dill lO 

and Washizu. t1 As discussed in Ref. 5, the most generally applicable and con
sistent derivation of a complementary energy principle for finite elasticity appears 
to be the one due to Fraeijs de Veubeke. 7 Rate forms of the principle in 7 for 
the solution of boundary value problems in finite elasticity along with their 
modified versions to enable onc to relax the condition of traction reciprocity in 
a finite element assembly (thus leading to a "hybrid stress" finite element method 
analogous to that of Pian l2 for linear elasticity), in both total Lagrangean and 
updated Lagrangean rate formul ations, were given in Ref. S. Application of the 
total Lagrangean version of these modified rate complementary energy principles 

i9 
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for finite strain analysis of compressible and incompressible nonlinear elastic 
solids were made by lVlurakawa and Atluri. 13 •14 

Also, rigorous and consistent formulations for numerical analysis of elastic
plastic large strain problems have become necessary due to the increased im
portance in recent years of analyzing problems such as metal forming processes, 
ductile fracture initiation and stable crack growth in cracked bodies, etc. Indeed 
several such formulations, and applications of the same, have appeared in recent 
literature. Among these can be cited the works of: Hibbit Marca} and Rice 15 

who use a total Lagrangean formulation; Needleman and Tvergaard l6,17 a~d 
Hutchinson, HI who also use a total Lagrangean (TL) formulation using con
vected coordinates; Yamada et 01.19 who use an updated Lagrangean (UL) 
formulation; Osias,20 who uses an UL scheme which, due to the use of an elastic
plastic rate constitutive law that does not admit to a potential, leads to non
symmetric stiffnesses through a Galerkin scheme; McMeeking and Rice,2t who 
also use a UL scheme, which through the use of a rate constitutive law with a 
potential leads to symmetric stiffnesses; and Nemat-Nasser and Taya,22 whose 
formulation represents a modification of that in Ref. 21 to improve the accuracy 
in the case of large deformations of compressible materials. All of these rate 
formulationsl~-22 are based on the principle of virtual work, or its variant, a 
variational principle due to Hil1.28 Thus all the above works are based on assumed 
displacement-type finite element methods. 

Another important question in numerical schemes for elastic-plastic flow at 
large strains is how to deal with deformation rates that are effectively incom
pressible at such magnitudes of strain. It is well known that numerical schemes 
based directly on the principle of virtual work fail in the limit of incompress
ibility unless the mean stress is introduced as an additional variable in the 
formulation. Such formulations, which are essentially variations of the well
known Hellinger-Reissner theorem, were introduced for nearly or precisely 
incompressible linear elastic materials by Herrmannz, (see also Ref. 25) and 
Key.26 To improve the numerical accuracy in the ncar-incompressible case, 
Nagtegaal. Parks and Rice" (esp. Appendix 2) modify their UL rate formulation 
for elasto-plasticity, analogous to that of Key, 26 except, instead of the mean 
pressure as in Ref. 26, they use the dilatational strain rate as an independent 
variable. As a consequence, even though the formulation of Ref. 26 is valid for 
both nearly and precisely incompressible cases, the formulation of Ref. 27 
ceases to be valid in the case of precise incompressibility. 

It is the objective of this article to present a unified treatment of the general 
rate variational principles for finite elasticity and elasto-plasticity, for both TL 
and UL formulations. Special emphasis is placed on rate complementary energy 
principles (or modifications thereof) based on which consistent and rational 
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assumed stress finite element schemes, as alternatives to most of the above cited 
wor~s,. can be derived. However to avoid repetition, rate principles for finite 
elasticity are presented here in the context of a TL formulation; whereas as 
those for elasto-plasticity are presented in a UL formulation. This is motivated 
~y a some\~hat arbitrary reason: the strain-energy density function for a non
lmear elastic material is generally expressed per unit initial volume, in terms of 
a measure of strain from an initial configuration; whereas the rate constitutive 
Jaw for an elastic-plastic material is more naturally expressed in terms of state 
variables in the deformed current configuration. Moreover, the use of a UL 
formulation instead of a TL, or vice versa, can be accomplished in a straight
forward fashion. 

A unified treatment for modified-rate variational principles for efficient 
num.erical treatment of situations of near or precise incompressibility is given. 

Fmally, some new rate complementary energy-type principles, which may 
form the basis of rigorous and consistent assumed stress-type finite element 
methods, for both finite elasticity and finite strain elasto-plasticity are pointed 
out. 

2. Preliminaries 

For simplicity we refer all configurations of the body to a fixed rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system. A particle in the undeformed body has a position 
vector :! = (x,,~ ) . The position vector of a particle in the deformed state is 
y( ~ Y'''' )'. The gradient of ~ is the tensor f( = grad y; F,, = y ,.J= ay./ax,). and 
It IS considered to have the polar.-decomposition F~a·(l+h) , where U+h ) is 
a symmetric positive definite tensor, called the str~tch tenso;, I is the ide~tity 
tensor, and!!, is the orthogonal rotation tensor (aT = a - I ). The deformation tensor 
q is defined by 12= fT. f = (! +'!.)'. The Green-L;grange strain tensor is de
fined by" g = 1/2(q - l) = 1 /2(~+e.T +eT .~) where e is the gradient of the displace
ment vector u(= y - x ), such that t!(j= U C,j ' For our present purposes, we in
troduce stress measures: (i) the true (Cauchy) stress r; (ii) a weighted stress 
tensor, generally referred to as the Kirchhoff stress tensor, 0, such that o=J: 
(where J is the determinant of fY i., ]); (iii ) the Piola-Lagrange stress (or the 
First Piola-Kirchhoff stress) t; (iv) the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress s; and (v) 
the Jaumann stress T. As discussed by Truesdell and Noll28 and Fraeijs de 
\'eubeke,7 the relations between these alternate stress measures can be shown 
to be: 

I I 
r = F'I = F·,·F'· 

J J 
( I ) 
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t; !.~T; l(E-I.!) 

~; l(~-I.!.!- T) 

1 
!: ; 2(!:~+'!.T.!.') 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where a superscript T indicates a transpose. It is seen from the above that all 
the stress tensors 3re symmetric, with the exception of l. 

In connection with rate formulation of the field equations and constitutive 
laws, the requirements for a suitable stress rate are now well recognized: the 
stress rate vanishes when the solid continuum undergoes a rigid motion alone 
and when the stress tensor is referred to a coordinate system undergoing the 
same motion; the rate of invariants of the stress tensor is stationary when the 
stress rate vanishes. The question of "objective" stress rates (and their use in 
rate theories of classical plasticity) has been discussed by several authors, for 
instance, Oldroyd,29,30 Truesdell,a, Cotter and Rivlin,32 Prager,a3 Sedov,34 
Masuru and Naghdi and Wainwright. as With this background, we now discuss 
the following rate formulations for finite strain elasticity and plasticity. 

3. Finite Elasticity 

3. 1. Total Lagrangean Rate Formulation 
Let Co be the initial known configuration of the solid, and let C, .. and C"'+I, 

respectively, be the configurations prior to, and after, the addition of the (N + l)th 
increment of prescribed loads and/or deformations. In the TL formulation, 
the fixed metric of Co is ued to refer to all the state variables in each successive 
configuration. Let the state C.y be defined by {£Y; C'; ~:::.'\' ; g'\' ; ~\'; UN; ~N; C!.N. 
etc.} and a similar with the superscript define C .\·+!. Let the variable-rates (in
crements) in passing from C.\' to C.\' .j. ! be {s'; ,'; r; ~'; e'; u'; h' ; a'; etc.}; these 
rates are also measured i~ the metric of C~. Lct- W 'be the strain energy density 
per unit initial volume of the nonlinear elastic solid; W is considered to be a 
given function of g. We adopt the notation: r=,.olox.; A·B denotes the prod
uct of two tensors such that (1' ~)lj =A o:B/t) ; 1: ~ = trace V!T .~) = AI }B lj ; U· t = 
utt / ; and a = d·b implies that a; = Au-b/t. As shown in Ref. 5, the piecewise 
linear incremental field equations and boundary conditions governing the pre
sent case of small deformations superimposed on prior finite deformations of 
the solid can be written as follows, when alternative stress rates and conjugate 
measures of strain rates are used, 
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In terms of s'; g'; u': 
(i) Linear- Momentum Balance (LMB), 

r:' I!:' .e:T +~.(~.v)TI +"'¥.'; 0; 

(ii) Angular Momentum Balance (AMB), 

(iii) Lagrangean Strain ~ate Relation, 

g' = ~[e' +e'T +e'T .th' +eNT .e'] _ 2 -- - - --

where (== (r'!')T(et/ =UI,/); and we use the notation (e!' )T= !:\'T , etc,; 
(iv) Traction Boundary Condition (TBC), 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where!, are prescribed tractions on a segment, I". , of the boundary of the solid 
in the Co configuration, Also, in Eq. (6), Po is the mass density per unit initial 
volume, and g' (note its' distinction from g') is rate of body force per unit mas!' ; 

(v) DisPlacement Boundary Condition (DBC), 

~' =~' on s'" 

where su , is a boundary-segment in Co configuration; 
(vi) Rate Constitutive Law (RCL). 
A rate potential W' exists for ~ such that 

!' = oW'/og' 

and it can be easily seen that 

, ; 
_1 ( iJ2 W I'v, ,) w 2 '2 . g : g' 

og -

in terms of [; ( ;~' (~. £!', ~' , u') : 

( i ) 

( ii ) 

(LMB) 

(AMB) 

must be symmetric or, equivalently, 

must be symmetric; 

r·t '+ pog' = 0; 
(~N)-t ' +e:T .~v 

(10) 

(11 ) 

( 12) 

( U ) 

( 14) 

(14a ) 
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(iii) Kinematic Relation: 

e' = (ru')T - - -

and from the polar decomposition theorem as applied to rates, 

( i v) (TBC) ~ n·t' = t' at 5 - - - .. 
where!! is a unit outward normal to s., 

(OBC) same as Eq. (10); 
( v) (RCL) ~ A potential U' exists for r such that 

au' t'= --
- oe'T 

where. 

Likewise, a potential Q' exists for r' such that 

where 

Q' = - - . h' . h' 1 (a2WI" ) 2 ahz ' - ' -

(IS) 

(16) 

(17) 

( 18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 

In a manner analogous to the derivation of the well-known Hu-Washizu 
principle of linear elasticity, a general variational principle governing Eqs. 
(6)-(11) can be stated as 0"",,'=0, where 

iTII1V2(~ ; t ; ~') = f,..{ W' - pot .~, +~~". : (e~T .{') 

-!' : [1( - i (~+~'T +(T .~N +~'T .()J)dV 
- f f"~'ds-f ~"(~'-!!.'lds 

S_I Suo 
(22) 

where !!.'=(E'!.'Y, and W' are defined in Eq. (12). The stationary condition of 
the above functional with respect to arbitrary variations in (. g' and ~f leads to 
Eqs. (6)-(11), which are piecewise linear. If the solution at any state C"'+1 is 
obtained only as a Hsum" of all prior piecewise linear incremental solutions, 
the solution at CN + 1 may not truly be the nonlinear solution at that point. Thus 
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it is essential to check the satisfaction of the fully nonlinear field equations at 
each successive state. This is usually accomplished by iterative checks; these 
checks with the physical interpretation of "equilibrium-chick," "compatibility
check," etc., can be derived from a general variational principle governing the 
fully nonlinear field equations and boundary conditions at the current stage (sec, 
for instance, Ref. 5 for details). 

If from Eq. (22) one eliminates [( and s' by a priori satisfying Eqs. (8) and 
(II), respectively, and satisfying Eq. (\0) a priori in addition, one obtains a 
rate potential energy principle with the associated functional 

where {= (rr~')T. Likewise, by a priori satisfying Eq. (11) and achieving a 
contact transformation, 

W' -( : { = - S'(£) (24) 

such that 

t = as'/il!.' (25) 

one can reduce Eq. (22) to the following functional governing a Hellinger
Reissner-type variational principle: 

;r H »2(!.', ~/) = fl' {-8' -Pog'· u' + +£\' : (e~T .~) 
+~~: (~T +~ +!:'T .!:, +!:'T .{'»)dV 
- f (·u'ds - f r'(~'-i!')ds 

J" o 11." 

(26) 

In general, a complementary energy principle may be derived from a I-Iellinger
Reissner type principle by a priori satisfying the equations of both LI\IB and 
AMB governing the stress field. As seen from Eqs. (6) and (7), the AMB equa
tion, Eq. (7), is quite simple to be satisfied by a chosen stress field. However, 
in the LM B equation both the stress rate ~ and the displacement gradient Tnte 

~ are involved; moreover, there is a strong coupling between £ and the known 
fX(~). Thus the admissible stress field t. to be used in a complementary energy 
principle if onc were contemplated based on !.'. must represent a solution to the 
set of partial differential equations, Eqs. (6), with variable coefficients. \"hile 
this may be mathematically possible, it defeats the very purpose of a variational 
principle forming the basis of a simple numerical method such as the finite elc-
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ment method. Thus a practically useful rate complementary energy principle 
in the TL rate formulation involving l cannot be derived. (However, in the 
UL formulation, the LMB equation in terms of the rate of..! referred to the 
updated coordinates is much simpler, thus making it possible to choose an 
equilibrated stress field. This is discussed later in this paper.) 

Likewise, a general variational principle governing Eqs. (13), (14), (15), 
(17), (10), and (18) can be shown to be governed by the stationary condition of 
the functional: 

1I'Jl1V2(~' ; r; !!') = f Y
I 

(U' - poR.' '!l-[r : r~ _(f!!')T]) dV 

(27) 

where U' is given in Eq. (19). As discussed in Ref. 5, if the strain energy density 
function W is originally expressed as a symmetric function of g, it can be seen 
that!" as derived from U' through Eq. (18), identically satisfies the AMB equa
tion, Eq. (14). Thus, in other words, the AMB equation is embedded in the 
special structure for U' given in Eq. (19). 

If from Eq. (27) one eliminates !' and r as variables, by a priori satisfying 
Eqs. (15) and (18), respectively, and if, in addition, Eq. (10) is also satisfied a 
priori, one can derive a rate form of the potential energy principle, 

rr,'(u') = f (U'-p,g""')dV-J ],.,,'ds 
t' . - 1_. (28) 

However, the variational principle associated with the function in Eq. (28) can 
be seen to be identical to that associated with Eq. (23). 

By inverting the linear rate stress-strain relation of Eq. (18), one can, under 
certain conditions, achieve a contact transformation, 

(29) 

such that 

(29a) 

However, as discussed in Ref. 13, the AMB equations, Eq. (14), cannot be found 
to be embedded in the structure of T' (0 obtained from Eq. (29). Thus the 
Hellinger-Reissner type principle in terms of t and u' [derivable by using Eq. 
(29) in Eq. (27)], and the complementary energy principle in terms of /' alone 
[derivable by using Eqs. (29) and (13) in Eq. (27)], cease to be rational principles; 
since, the Al\1B condition for t' neither is embedded in the structure of T' nor 
follows as an Euler equation fr~m these principles. 
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Finally, as shown in Ref. 5, Eqs. (13), (\4a), (16), (17), (10) and (20) can be 
shown to be derivable as Euler equations and natural h.c. of the functional 

7rUIV2(g';~'; ~' ;!.:) = J IQ' -Pot ,~'+t:T: [(r!!')T-~'·(l+~·\·) 
~ -

-'!'" '!!'J -t' T 
: J« .(£+!!.v +~')II dV 

-f t"IJ.'ds-J I',(,!'-~')dS . I.. Ju. 

(30) 

where Q' is the potential for!.' as given in Eq. (20); !' is defined in terms of 
rand g' as !,=1/2(!."~"·+l.·\"~!,+~NT . .!.'T+~'T, £VT); and (!!N+~') is required 
to satisfy the orthogonality condition that (!!'" +~'). ('!N +~'Y = 1. Noting that 
the variations O!!' must then satisfy the condition that (~.v +~')'O~'T is skew
symmetric, the AMB condition derivable from the stationary nature of the 
functional Eq. (30) with respect to the constrained variations 0l!' would involve 
second-order terms in f., f!' and ~' in addition to the first-order terms appearing 
in Eq. (14a). In practical applications, it may be easier to linearize the orthogo
nality condition and require a' to satisfy the constraint that aNT ·a' is skew
symmetric. The AMB conditi~n that then follows, from the st;tion~rity of the 
function in Eq. (30) for variations 0l!' that obey the constraint that ~NT ·o'!..' is 
skew-symmetric, would be that the quantity (1 +~N).l' .!!.'" +!:' ·tV .~N is sym
metric; and this represents a further linearization as compared to the condition 
in Eq. (14a). However, the iterative correction procedures that are used at the 
end of each incremental solution can be used to enforce the fully nonlinear AM IJ 
equation at the end of each step and thus correct any errors due to the above
discussed linearization in the previous increment. Such a procedure has been 
discussed in detail in Ref. 13. 

Equation (20) represents a piecewise linear (rate) constitutive relation for 
C in terms of f!.'. Inverting this, we achieve a contact transformation, 

Q'-(:h' = - R'(O 

or 

such that 

(32) 

By requiring / ' to satisfy a priori only the LMB condition, Eq. ( 13) and the 
TBC, Eq. (17), one can eliminate u' from Eq. (30); further, h' can be eliminated 
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from Eq. (30) by using the contact transformation in Eq. (31). Under these 
circumstances, we obtain an incremental complementary energy functional: 

,,;(t ; ,,:'); f {+ R'«()+I'r: [<!:' .(£ +'!")] +!:'" : [,,:" (£ +~N)J1 dV 
", -

(33) 

As earlier, it can be seen that the Euler equations and natural boundary con
ditions corresponding to the stationarity of the above functional, for variations 
or that obey the constraint E'or=O, and for variations of!' that obey the con
straint imposed b~ the orthogunality as discussed before, are: (i) the AMB 
condition, (ii) the compatibility condition, Eq. (16); and (iii) the DBC, Eq. 
(10). In as much as the AMB condition follows unambiguously as an Euler equa
tion; and the admissible!!. is required to satisfy only the uncoupled linear LMB 
equation, Eq. (13), (which can be satisfied through stress functions, as: t'= 
r x t+!.? where t is a set of first order stress functions, and !..P is any p-;'r
ticular solution), the complementary energy principle associated with Eq. (33) 
appears to be the most consistent and useful principle for purposes of engineer
ing application. 

In a finite-element application of the complementary energy principle asso
ciated with Eq. (33), one has to assume r in each finite element not only such 
that the Ll\IB condition, Eq. (13), is satisfied within the element but also such 
that traction reciprocity is satisfied at the interelement boundaries. Using the 
notation: Vo .. is the volume of the m fh element, a Vo .. its boundary; S"o. and 
suo", are portions of ;; Vo", where tractions and displacements are prescribed, 
r~spectively; Po", is that portion of ;; Vo", which adjoins a neighboring element 
( IOterelement boundary); superscripts (+) and ( - ) denote, respectively, the 
left and right sides of Po", as the limit Po .. is approached; the interelement trac
tion reciprocity condition can be expressed as: 

(,, ·t)++(~ · .t.:l- ; O at Po. (34) 

If I' doesn't satisfy the above condition a prior;, it can be introduced as a con
straint in the functional in Eq. (33) using Lagrange 1\lultipliers u/ as follows: 

rr us'(~' ; ,,:' ; !fP') ; L f {W(r') + I'" : [cr ' • (1 +h')] 
mVo .. -----

+1.'''' : ['!" (~+~" )]) dV - L f {' . (I'ds 
m flO ... 

-Lf n·I'·j; 'ds - , 
m pI) .. 

(35) 
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In the above, u,.' can be identified as the interelement boundary displacement!'. 
The Euler equations and natural b.c. for the stationarity of the functional in 
Eq. (35) are, in addition to those for the stationarity of rr.' in Eq. (33), (i) the 
interelement displacement compatibility, u'+ = u'-= u/ at Po"" and (ii) the 
traction reciprocity-condition, Eq. (34). It can be seen that the finite element 
model derived from Eq. (35) is analogous to the "Hybrid Stress Finite Element 

, I\1odel" originally developed for linear elastic small deformation problems by 
Pian. 12 

Details of the finite element development based on Eq. (35), and application 
to rate analysis of finite strain problems for compressible nonlinear elastic mate
rials of the Blatz-Ko type were given recently by Murakawa and Atluri 14 anti 
Murakawa.37 

3.2. Incompressible Nonlinear Elastic Materials 
Several nonlinear elastic materials such as rubber, polymers and biological 

materials are also often considered as incompressible. The kinematic constraint 
of precise incompressibility in a finite deformation problem can be stated as 
13; 1.0 or h3= 1.0 where 13 and h3 are the third principal invariants of the de
formation tensor G and the stretch tensor (/+h), respectively. Moreover, tht 
stress tensor for incompressible materials i; d~termined by deformations to 
only within a scalar additive, called the hydrostatic pressure. The kinemat ic 
constraint of incompressibility can be direc tly introduced into a modified st rain
energy density function through a Lagrange :Multiplier, which is proportional 
to the hydrostatic prel'sure. Considering isotropic incompressible materials 
without loss of generality, we can write this modified st rain-energy densil~ 

function as: 

- P 
IV(I!) ; W[I,(g), I ,(g) ]+ 2 (1, - 1) (36) 

or 

11'(,,) ; WI/,(e ), I ,(,,)]+PU- I ) (37) 

or 

li '(h) ; If'[I,(h), 1,(h)I + P(h, - I ) (JS) 

where I. anti 1'1. arc the first and second principal invariants of G, and Pis thl' 
hydrostatic pressure. 

By using the above modified definitions for the st rain-energy density fun c
tion and treating P as an additional variable, the most general rate principil' ~ 

analogous to Eqs. (22), (27) and (30), respectively, can be defined for incoll1 -
pressible materials. In each case the rate form of the incomprcssihility constraint , 
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VIZ., 

aIs IN aha - . g' = 0 or -- ' hi = 0 ,. 'h . 
iiJ 

or ·- :e' =0 oe - (39a, b, c) 
o~ - 0 _ -

follows as the Euler equation corresponding to the variation in P. Indeed, 
elaborate discussions of the potential energy rate principle analogous to Eqs. 
(23) or (28) with an additional variable P to account for incompressibility, along 
with several applications, have been presented by Oden.! 

Omitting further discussion of the various types of rate principles for in
compressible materials analogous to those discussed above for compressible 
materials, we focus our attention here on a rate complementary energy principle, 
analogous to that in Eqs. (33) and (35) for incompressible materials. First we 
note from the definition of the Jaumann stress tensor,!. and using Eq. (38), 

r = iiW = iiW(J,,!,) +Ph (1+1)-' 
iih iih ' - .! 

(40) 

and thus the Lagrangean rate T' can be expressed in terms of the rates h' and 
pI as: - -

r' _ (ii'W IN+p.v ii'h,). h'+P' ah, 
- iib.' alJ.' . - ab. 

(4la) 

iih 
== T"+P'- ' 

- ah 
(4Ib) 

wherein the definition of the stress rate T", as related to the rate of Jaumann 
stress !', is apparent from (4lb). Keeping the rate constitutive law, Eq. (41a), 
and the rate form of incompressibility constraint, Eq. (39b), in mind, one can 
derive a general variational principle analogous to that in Eq. (30) as: 

5 I 'h I" :rJ/lI'Z(~';~';(l';!..';P') = l, lQII + P,oah
3

' :!.!' - Pog'·u' 

+(T : [([tt)T -~" (l +~X) -<!'" '~' J 

-!H:[~"(~+~'+~')I)du-5 t"~'ds 
'" 

-5 ,'. (u.' - u')ds 

'"' 
where the rate potential Q" is given by: 

Q" _ . h' 0 13 I ra'W "~ I 
- "2 alt..'· - + nit' 

(42) 

(43) 
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such that 

aQ"I;;~ =~' (44) 

Now, we consider the terms in the functional in Eq. (42) which involve !i', and 

these can be grouped as: 

Q"-(t' .aN +tN .a' _P' ah' I") : h' (45) 
- - - - iih -

which, by the definition of (' given in Eq. (4Ib) and that of~' given following 
Eq. (30), can be written as: 

Q" -(': t!.' (46) 

By inverting the linear relation given in Eq. (44), a contact transformation can 
be achieved on the term in Eq. (46) and a complementary functional R" can be 

derived thus: 
(47) 

Using Eq. (47), h' can be eliminated from Eq. (42); tt can also be eliminated 
from Eq. (42) by- forcing!, to satisfy a priori the LMB and TBC conditions; 
when this is done, we obtain a rate complementary energy principle with the 

associated functional: 

.,'(!.: ;~'; P') = 5 I R"(r")+(( +!:v)T : la'·(1 +~"' )JI du ,', 

-5 t·~'d, 
'., 

(48) 

The Euler equations and natural boundary conditions for the stationarity of 
the above functional for variations vt' (such that r·vt' = O) and va' (which 
obeys the appropriate orthogonality conditions) can be secn to be: (i) the AI\IB 
condition, Eq. (14a); (ii) the kinematic compatibility condition, Eq. (16) ; (iii ) 
the DBC, Eq. (10); and (iv) the rate form of incompressibility constraint, Eq. 
(39b). In a finite element application, the interelement traction reciprocity con
straint can be relaxed through the introduction of Lagrange Multipliers as in 
Eq. (35) and thus derive a "hybrid stress finite clement method" for rate analysis 
of incompressible material at finite strains. Detailed developments of such a 
finite element method, along with solution of several boundary value problems 
with strains of the order of 200 % . involving nonlinear incompressible materials, 
were recently presented by Murakawa and Atluri 14 and by Murakawa.37 
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4. Finite-Strain Elastic-Plastic Problems 

4. 1. Updated Lagrangean Rate Formulation 
In the UL formulation, the solution variables in the state C ,\'+ I are referred 

to the configuration CN • Let YIN be the current (in C",·) Cartesian spatial coordi
nates of a particle, to be used as a reference system for the current increment. 
Let r'v be the true stress (Cauchy) in CN • Let L ! and! represent the rates of 
the Piola-Lagrange stress, 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress, and Jaumann stress, 
respectively, referred to the current (eN) configuration. Further, we note that 
£=lNN+'-rN; !=lNN+l-!.",; t=!NN+l_!.N; where !N,V+I is defined as the 2nd 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress in C,\'+I referred to the metric in Cit', etc. Let pN represent 
the gradient operator in the current coordinates, and ~ be the rate of deforma
tior~ from the current configuration. We define the rate of displacement gradient 
e= (,Nul' and write e=i+w where i[<,)= lI2(auday/v +iil'}luy,N)] is the UL 
;t rai~ r-;te and w[wiJ~1 /2(a;-;dQYJN-Q'1J/QYIN)1 is the spin-rate. We also use iz..* 
to denote the corotational rate (or what is also usually called the "Jaumann 
rate") of Kirchhoff stress!!._ Based on general discussions concerning stress rates 
contained in Refs. 29-36, it is seen that 

r = a* -e ·rN-r"'·! - - --

As noted by Hill 38 a rate potential, Ii, exists for £.* such that 

~* = iJ liliJ! 

(49) 

(SO) 

(5 I ) 

As also noted by Hill, 38 the form of the rate potential ri can be written as: 

. I a 
V = ZLiJIcI£i)i"I- g (J.t/Et/)2 (52) 

which yields a bilinear rate constitutive law through Eq. (51). In Eq. (52), 
L fju is a tensor of instantaneous elastic moduli, assumed to be positive definite 
and symmetric under ij-hl interchange, a = I or 0 according as Ale/Ell is positive 
or negative; AU is a tensor normal to the hyperplane interface between elastic 
and plastic domain in the strain-rate space, while g is a scalar related to the 
measure of rate of hardening due to plastic deformation. Prandtl-Reuss-type 
rate equations, like Eq. (5 1), for classical isotropically hardening materials have 
been used by several authors.l8,21,22 

From Eqs. (49) and (51) it can be easily seen that if a rate potential Vexists 
for ~*, then a potential IV * does exist for s such that 

s = u li '*/oi. (53) 
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and further it is seen that 
(54) 

Likewise, from Eqs. (SO), (51) and (49), it can also be seen that a rate potential 
U* for i also exists such that 

t = iJU*/eT - -
where 

Further, by applying the polar decomposition theorem. we see that 

f.,'''·+' = (f.'!,\,+I)T = !!xN + 1.(£ +!!) 

(55) 

(S6a) 

(S6b) 

(57) 

where f .vX +1 and ~NN+I the deformat,ion gradient and rotation tensors, respec
tively, in C.Ytl referred to CSt and E. the UL rate of st retch . 'Vriting !!.,.Y+I 

=! +~ (where ~ is the UL rate of rotation), it follows from Eq. (57) that 

(58) 

As may be expected, it thus follows that in the UL formulation, h=£ and ~=O/, 
where! and ~ are as defined earlier. From the definition of ~ in Eqs. (4) and 
(5), the UL rate!.. can be shown to be given by 

r = I [t+,V .i.f+ t7'+;rT.rS] 
2 - - -

or by 

Comparing Eqs. (49) and (60), it is seen that 

I 
r =o*- (i-r'+r-'·i) - 2 - - -

Thus if (r is the. rate potential for a*, it follows from 
a rate potential Q* for r, such that 

(59) 

(59a ) 

(60) 

(6 1 ) 

Eq. (6 1) that the.e exists 
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where 
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. . I 
Q*= V- - rN:(i.i) 

2 - --

(62) 

(63) 

Results given in Eqs. (62) and (63) are believed to be new and. as is shown in 
the following, are useful in formulating consistent and rigorous complementary 
rate principles for rate theory of finite strain plasticity. 

The piecewise linear incremental field equations and boundary conditions 
to supplement the above rate constitutive relations, for the formulation of a 
boundary value pr~blem in the UL rate form, can be derived as follows: 
]0 terms of i.~,~: 

(LMB) - EN ·I~+.<:N '(EN!1)I+PN~ = 0 

(AMB) ; =;T 

(Compatibility) _ ~ '" t = }(~+!T) = }I<£N~)+([N'!)TI 

(TBe) -

(DBC) -

n*·li+rN.(pNu)1 '" i = t at ,_,. - - --- --

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

where P.v is the mass density in C.\"; g are rate of body forces/unit mass; and 
s",\" and su .v are appropriate segments of the boundary of the solid in C",; and 
!!* is a unit normal to the boundary of the body in C "" 
In terms of 1; !; !!: 

(LMB) -
(AMB) 

[N ' L+p,.~ = 0 

<r,.~)r.!,N +i = ~T +~. (r"!i) 
or, equivalently, (AM B) can also be written as: 

(AMB) - !!: r" +!+r""rE must be symmetric 

(Compatibility) ~ = {[".!i)T 

or, equivalently, 

(TBC) -

([" ' ~)r = ~+~ 

~*.i = t at Sa .... 

and the (DBC) is the same as in Eq. (68). 

(69) 

(70) 

(7\) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

A general variational principle governing Eqs. (64), (65), (66), (67), (68) and 
(53) can now be stated as the condition of stationarity of the functional: 
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"II"'''(~~~) = L,. {w*(~ - p,,"~.~+}~.,· : I(['·,!HC''!.)TI 

-i: [~-~« [N~)+(['~)T>]ldV-S 1-~d, 2 $. y 
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(75) 

where I.f' *, a rate potential for !,. is defined through Eqs. (54) and (52). If Eqs. 
(53), (66) and (68) are met a priori, one can reduce Eq. (75) to a functional as
sociated with the UL principle of potential energy, as: 

",,"(~) = LN {W*(~)-PN~'!!+ i rN: I(EN!l)'(E"~)T]ldV 
(76) 

The principle 0",,*' =0 leads to Eqs. (64), (65) and (67), and is equivalent to a 
principle stated by Hill,23 who derives it through a different route, based on f. 

By inverting the relation in Eq. (53) to express ~ in terms of 1, one may achieve 

a contact transformation, 
(77) 

Using Eq, (77) one can eliminate .§.. from Eq . (76) to derive a Hellinger-Reissncr 
type principle, with the associated functional, 

"1I11'*(~'!.) = L,.I -S*(~ - PN~'~+~ ~' : 1([N~)'(rN!i)rl 

+ ~~: 1("'~)+(["~)TlldV-S i:'lds - S i'(<!- ;;:Id, (78) 
2 - S.,\ ' fU N 

Unlike the TL formulation, in the present UL formulation the LMB equa
tions are linear in s and, further, do not involve coupling of l with displacement 
gradients. Thus, ;S; shown by Atluri,39 it becomes possible to satisfy both the 
LMB and AMB conditions, Eqs. (64) and (65), a priori, by choosing a sym
metric s such that 

!. = curl curl ~ +i.,1 (i9 ) 

where A is the symmetric Maxwell-Morera-Beltrami second-order stress func
tion te~or for a general three-dimensional case . In Eq. (79), curl ~ is defined 
such that (curl A )ij= ei /14A".",; (curl curl ~)ij= ei",u fJl'qA ",p , 'lq ; f ijI: is the alter
nating tensor, a;d ~P is any symmetric particular solution such that 
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(80) 

One simple way of satisfying Eq. (80) may be to assume particular solutions for 
the direct stresses su P (no sum on i; ; = 1, ... 3) only. However, then, the ques
tion of completeness remains to be answered. If the Ll\lB and Al\IB conditions 
are met, as through Eqs. (79) and (80), and if the TBC condition is also met 
one can reduce Eq. (78) to a functional associated with the complementary energ; 
principle: 

· S( · ·I ) S · ";*('!.'!.) ~ YN -S*(!.>-ZrN
: [(£:N~).(,=N~)Tl dV+ "" LiJds (81) 

I n a finite element application, onc can relax the requirement of interelement 
traction reciprocity condition (~*.~)++(!!*.i) -::;; O at pv ,,, (where i is defined 
through Eq. (67» a priori, and derive a "hyb,id-stress finite e1eme~t method" 
with the associated functional, 

(82) 

As discussed in Ref. 5, in the methodology of deriving the stiffness matrix based 
on the "hybrid-stress" approach, it may appear that the term involving ,x and 
['\' ~ in Eq. (82) is redundant to rtcover the discretized compatibility con
dition, Eq. (66), from a variation of the discretized functional associated with 
Eq, (82), and thus this term may be dropped. However, it is secn from the details 
of the finite clement formulation based on Eq. (82), that the above-mentioned 
~erm contribute~ to the incremental stiffness matrix, and thus may be necessary 
JO order to achieve convergence of the piecewise linear solution to the hypo
thetical nonlinear solution. 

However, in the principle based on Eq. (82), it seems to be necessary to in
troduce both ~ and u as variables within the element. Considering this, and, in 
addition, the difficulties associated with choosing a symmetric ~ as in Eqs. (80) 
and (79), it appears most consistent and rational to directly apply Hellinger
Reissner principle as in Eq. (is) [which also involves 5 and u within the finite 
clement, analogous to the principle based on Eq. (82)1. which imposes no a 

priori restrictions on !. other than that!. be a differentiable symmetric second
order tensor. I\Ioreover. in the finite element application of Eq, (78), it can 
easily be seen that the inter-element traction reciprocity condition would follow 
a posteriori from the principle if the inter-element displacement field is con
tinuous a priori. Finally, it is noted that the Ll\IB condition may be satisfied 
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more easily by setting i, instead of Eqs. (79) and (80), such that 

s = curl curl A - rho '(rNu)+,S*P - - - --
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(83) 

where s*P is such that rN .j*p= - p,d. However, the chosen s as in Eq. (83) 
then ceases to be symmetric~ and thus- the AMB condition must be introduced 
as a constraint condition into the associated complementary energy functional 
of the type given in Eq. (81), through additional Lagrange Multiplier. 

Thus it appears that a rate complementary energy principle based on s may 
not be consistent and practically useful in the analysis of finite strain plasticity 

problems. 
It can also be shown that Eqs. (69), (70), (72), (74), (68) and (55) follow as 

the Euler equations and natural boundary conditions of the functional 

""w*'(~, e, i) ~ L.,. [U*(e) ·- Ps~· ~+i.'" : [(rV !i>T -~lJ dV 

(84) 

where U* is the rate potential for i as defined, for an elastic-plastic material , 
through Eqs. (56a, b). If Eqs. (55), (72) and (68) are met a priori, one can elim
inate e and i from Eq. (84) and derive a rate functional, governing the ratl' 

potential energy principle, as: 

(85) 

This rate variational principle appears to have been first stated by Hill 23 and 
has been widely used 16,21,22 in finite element applications in clastic-plastic prob

lems. 
It is important to note that both the LM B and AM B (Eqs. (69) and (70 ). 

respectively), as well as the TBC, Eq. (74), must follow from the princil'k 
ii:r

I
,. 2= O, with :7

1
,*2 stated as in Eq. (85). It is shown below, that the Al\IB con 

dition is inherently embe,dded in the special structure for U·. Thus, using th l' 
definition of i (that i ~ au*/iJer) and Eq. (56b), it is seen that 

I ~ '" II *+ _.'" (e'· ·e) iJU· a [ ., I . . -J 
oeT (JeT 2 " 

(Hr.) 

ilH·· iJt \ 'T 

Of iJeT + !' ·e 
(81m ) 

= ~+!' ,. .. ·eT (86b ) 

wherein the definition of s from Eq, (53 ) has been used. Substituting for i from 
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Eq. (86b) into the AMB condition, Eq. (70), it is seen that the A~IB condition 
is inherently met. This is due to the special structure for U. as given through 
Eq. (56b). Conversely it is seen that if, instead of Eqs. (56a, b), an arbitrary V* 
is postulated as a function of t. then the principle based on the functional in 
Eq. (85) ceases to be .valid, since the AMB condition ceases either to be built 
into the structure of U* or to follow unambiguously as an Euler equation. This 
fact is often ignored in the literature. 

By inverting the hi-linear relation in Eq. (55), onc may achieve a contact 
transformation, 

(87) 

such that 

,E* . 
oj = fLT (8ia) 

Using Eq. (87) to eliminate! from Eq. (84), one may formally obtain a Hellinger
Reissner type functional: 

-f ~.~ ds-f i:(ll-~)ds 
h,\' "IN 

(88) 

In fact, the principle of Eq. (88) was stated by Neale." We now examine the 
validity of such a principle. If iilTuR*2=0 is a valid principle, we note that the 
corresponding Euler equations and n.b.c. must be: LMB, Eq. (69); AMB, 
Eq. (70); Eq. (72); Eq. (74) and Eq. (68). To examine this, consider the form 
of U* as given from Eqs. (56a, and 52). 

(89) 

The stress rate. 1. as derived from the above. is 

_ au* _ ( a) (eu+cu-) '. . 
2ti}= 2 iJe}i - L utl - 2-g1ijl", --2 -(ej",+enti):-I11/ 

- TU "' (elj -e jll (90) 

where L Ljklt a", g and lkL are as defined before. The constitutive law, Eq. (90), 
is of bi-linear type for tij in terms of ekl • The inversion of this relation in closed 
form appears to be impossible, in general. Even if Eq. (90) were inverted numeri
cally, for a specific case, to express Ckf in terms of II}, one may formally proceed 
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to express the complementary rate potential if-'· as a function of i. Ho\~'t:\'cr , till' 

AMB condition must reflect itself in the special structure, if any, of E*; s ince, 
as can be verified easily, the Al\IB equation is not otherwise an Euler equation 
for the stationary condition of the functional in Eq. (88) for arbitrary, variations 
at and ,hi. Thus if the Ai\IB condition is inherently embedded in E*, as Eq, 
(70) shows, the structure of E* must be such that; 

aE* .. aE* - - .r'" +t = t T +rN
• , 

O{T - o~ 
(91) 

Fiist, it appears impossible to obtain an analytical expression for E*; even if 
Ii* were obtained through a numerical inversion of Eq" (90), it also appears 
impossible to verify the above condition, Eq. (91), on E* such that AMB i. 
satisfied. A similar situation, even for the much simpler case of finite elasticity 
(involving only a linear relation between ~ and e), has been discussed in further 
detail by i\lurakawa and Atluri. 13 For these reasons, the Hetlinger-Reissner type 
principle as in Eq. (88) or the complementary energy rate principle (fOimaliy 
derivable from Eq. (88) by requiring i to satisfy the LMB equation, Eq. (69), 
and the TBC, Eq. (74), in terms of i alone) appears to be of little practical value. 

Finally, it is seen that Eqs. (62), (69), (71), (73), (74) and (68) can be shown 
to follow from the stationary condition of the general functional: 

:t lin *2(li; i, ; ~; i) :::= f {Q* - p,\·t·ti+ iT: [(c"ri)T -a- i,l 
I ' ." 

-r"·T:it-r"r:((r.i')ldV - f (.'ids 
h", 

(92) 

where Q* (which is a function of I,. or equivale~tly t), as given in Eq. (63 ), is a 
rate potential for f which is defined in terms of t and 0 ' as in Eq. (59a). OIH: CIII 

invert the relation of Eq. (62) and achieve a contact transformation, 

Q* - r :h = - R*(r) (93) 

such that 

iJ i?* / iH = II (93a) 

Using the above contact transformation, and satisfying only the Li\IB and TIle 
conditions for i. Eqs. (69) and (74), respectively, a prior;, one can eliminatt' Ii 
and II from Eq. (92) to obtain a complementary energy functional: 
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where!. is defined through Eq. (59). The admissible field ~ in Eq. (94) is sub
jected to the orthogonality condition, (J + ir)T. (I +a) = I. Thus, the variational 
equation, o;r*2 =O, for constrained o~ (;hich ob;;y the c~ndition r'" '01 = 0 ) and 
(or constrained o~ (which obey the condition that (I +q)T .o~ is skew-sym
metric) is seen to be 

a",*2(a~, a!> = 0 = fl ' {[(r::'~)r - ~ - ~] • air 
N 

- [( TN +h. r N + i)'· (l +;.)] : [(l +;.)'" : oaF I dV - - - --- ---
(95) 

Thus the Euler equations are the compatibility condition, Eq. (73); the ORe; 
and the AMB condition: 

[e:'" +~.;:N +11· (~+~) = Symmetric (96) 

Equation (96) is exact and involves higher-order terms in rate quantities in 
addition to the AMB condition as stated in Eq. (7 1). This is due to the exact 
orthogonality cond ition [that II +a) is orthogonal] enforced on ~ in Eq. (94). 
However, in a practical finite element application, with iterative correction 
procedures, this orthogonality constraint can be simplified and require ~ to be 
s imply a skew-symmetr ic tensor. Arguments regarding the attendant iterative 
procedure analogous to the case of TL rate formulation of rate complementary 
principle, as earlier, can then be made. 

Equation (94) thus forms the basis of a consistent and practically useful rate 
complementary principle for the UL formulation of rate theory of finite strain 
plasticity because: (i) the admissible i is required to satisfy a priori only the 
uncoupled linear LMR equation Eq. (69), which can be met by setting i = 

pN X ¢+~I where ¢ are first-order stress functions and e any convenient par
ticular solution such that r'v ·ip= - Psg; (ii) the AMB condition as well as the 
compatibility condition unambigiously follow as Euler equations. 

The general rate principle for plasticity, Eq. (92), as well as the complementary 
energy principle, Eq. (94), are believed to be given here for the first time. Finally, 
we note that a UL formulation for a "hybrid-stress finite element method" can 
be easily derived from Eq. (94) using procedures analogous to those discussed 
in the TL case, Eqs. (33) and (35). The application of this hybrid stress finite 
element method to the analysis of certain metal forming processes is currently 
being carried out in the author's laboratory. 
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4. 2. Near Incompressibility in the Fully Plastic Range 
As discussed in the introduction, an important aspect of numerical schemes 

for finite strain elastic-plastic analysis is the problem of accurate treatment of 
nearly incompressible deformation rates at such magnitudes of strain. Ina fi,nil e 
element application of the potential energy rate formulation of the type given 

by Eqs. (76) or (85), if the assumed deformation rates do not a priori obey the 
incompressibility constraint, it may be necessary to retain this constraint as an 
a posteriori constraint through a Lagrange multiplier, the hydrostatic pressure. 
To this end, consider the rate potential W*(~) , Eq. (54), for a classical Prandtl

Reuss-type rate constitutive law; 

W*(9 = +~*: ~_£N : (~ . ~) (97) 

The corotational rate of Kirchhoff stress, ~*. for a classical Prandtl-Reuss type 

approximation can be written in terms of! as: 

[ 
9ap. it/ fo"U

'N J' ,{, 0 
all = 2p OII;OJI - (2h+6p) (fl't')2 €I;I+ €I;k IJ 

(98) 

where 0: = 1 if at yield and i" ./i 1j> O and 0: = 0 otherwise; Tit" is t~e ?cviatoric 
Cauchy stress in C,Y: (fN )2= (3 f2)r ij'r lj'; h is the slope of the ~OI~xlal stress! 
plastic strain curve; and .A. and Il, are Lame's constants. We rewr ite Eq. (98) as : 

(99) 

where the definition of Eij,.! is apparent from comparing Eqs. (98) and (99). \Yc 
can write a* in terms of its deviatoric and hydrostatic parts, as: o- ,/ = o- i/' 
+ (1 /3)o-u·*o ij ; and likewise, express i ij= i i/ + (1 /3)i J.:"O Ij ' From Eq. (95) one 

can write: 
(IOOa, b ) 

Using Eqs. (98)- (100a, b) in Eq. (97), we can write 

W'* E " +'(')2 ,",(,, ,,) (101 ) = f.l • jjl:/ ei;/ e ,j "2 eu; - r . . 

or, equivalently, 

. . , . , (3, + 2" ) ( ' )2 ,' . ( '. ') ( 102) l-V* = IlE, j t l €1t1 E;j + _. 6-- Eu - r . E E 

To obtain numerically accurate solutions in situations of fully devclol~eJ 
plasticity, it may be advantageous to retain the h~d.rostatic .pr~ssure a~ an 111 -

dependent variable, and thus derive a mixed vanatlOnal pTlnclple which rcp-
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resents a modification to the potential energy rate principle given through 
Eq . (76), with fV- expressed as in Eq. (101). To this end, we introduce both 
i; ,/ and !H as additional independent variables into the functional of Eq. (6), 
through the introduction of Lagrange multipliers f3iJ and cr, respectively. From 
this general variational principle (with it, iij' E.u. fii i ' and a as variables), we 
demand all the necessary field equations in the case of near incompressibility. 
\Vhen the Lagrange multipliers are identified with the relevant stress rates, this 
general rate variational principle can be written as: 

(103) 

The above genera l principle can be seen to be valid in cases of both near and 
precise incompressibility. In the above, the notation, ri (A"o = 1/2(ut,i+ul,t), and 
ii". ; Du,lay .. v has been used. If from Eq . (103) one eliminates (i) i'J by defining 
a priori E,)=UU,)10 and (ii) eliminates EU: through a contact transformation: 

( 1(}4) 

one obtains a mixed variational principle, involving u, and oa* as variables, 
governed by the functional, 

_ *2'.' * _ s ( _.. J. (aU*)2 
"mid (U" '-hI.: ) - 1" ., /IEi }J./ ll (A ,Il

U
U,j J - 2 (3J.+2//)2 

i. . 
+ (3J.+2/1) Ou·*U1,}olj - rfj '\"u 1I,/JU(I,J) 

+ ~ r,/'!lI", uA',J- p"gj !l i)dV-f i ,u, ds (lOS) 
" 

which remains valid for nearly or even precisely incompressible behavior at 
large plastic strains for all assumed displacement rates ,~ , that do not obey the 
constraint of incompressibility a priori. Equation (lOS) and the associated vari
ational principle are analogous to the ones in the case of linear isotropic elasticity 
given directly by Herrmann;Z4 however. the way in which Herrmann arrived 
at his principle for the linear elastic infinitesimal deformation case is not evident 
from reading his results. 
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Likewise, using the definition of IV- as in Eq. (102) in Eq. (76), and introduc
ing i",' and fA'1; as additional independc~t ,variables into t~e functIOnal 10 Eq. 
(76) through appropriate Lagrange l\Iul~lpher~1 ~ne ca~ d~nve. another alt.er.n.at~ 
general variational principle, which remams valid In the hmlt of tncompreSSlblht). 

with the associated functional: 

_ P,\gjul}dV + boundary terms (106) 

where U H,P' = U II,)) - u",I·of)/3 and U (i ,)) is, d~fin~d e,arlier. If fro~ Eq: (/IO~) Ol~~ 
eliminates ii' as a variable through a prlOn sausfYlIlg the condition !i) = u II,jl , 
and EN is eli:ninated through the contact transformation given below, 

(107) 

one obtains an alternate mixed variational principle. also involving "I and au* 

as variables, governed by the functional: 

S ( 
"' o-u* (aa *)2 

;r ''' 1'2*2(Ui~Oa*) = , .... pEi }iI U '(i, jl U' (t,ll+ 3 UA,t - 6(3J. +2/1) 

-ri/"U(l,/IIIU,j)+ ~ r ,i' ti i,iU",J-fl".g;u,} dV - f~T iill ; ds ( 1O~ ) 

Equation (108) and the associated principle are analogous to those derive~ h.;v 
Key 26 for linear elastic infinitesimal deformation proble~s; except. that, h.c)'·!. 
derives such a principle through Fraeijs de Veubeke's41 II1terpretat1.o~ of what 
is generally known as the Hellinger- Reissner Theor~m in li.ncar elastlclIY· , 

Nagtegaal, Parks, and Rice27 (Appendix II, therelll), to Improve ~hc accurac~ 
of UL rate finite element formulations for problems of large plastiC How, sug

gest a mixed formulation based on the functional: 

. S (I. ,., (3H2,,) (. •. - I . ,) 
;r"'I,3*2(Uj; iu) = J'N 2 Oil* E. ij +- -3-- 0"" E.u- 2 E.u 

- ':' ij'\' il (l , O II (t , }l + -~ r Ii' " l ,1" .1,1- p,!hU,} dV - f.
r
; ,I;, ds ( I (9) 
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where i i/= UU,j) ' and 01/ ' is related to i l / through an equation of the type of Eq. 
(100a). It is worth noting that the formulation of Ref. 27, Eq. (109), is analogous 
to the present formulation given in Eq. (108), except for the fact that, whereas 
au·* appears as a variable in Eq. (108), tli/r appears in Eq. (109). ]t is interesting 
to observe that the procedure of Ref. 27 ceases to be valid in the limit of precise 
incompressibility. Moreover, in the discrete (finite-element) version of the func
tional corresponding to Eq. (109) (when appropriate discrete approximations 
for u; and i/clc are introduced), Nagtegaal et al,'l7 proceeds to eliminate iu as a 
variable at the element level and introduce a modified definition for the strain 
energy density functional, Hr*. The rigorous theoretical validity of modified 
discrete functional, as a variational basis for obtaining discretized equilibrium 
equations, appears somewhat questionable. 

We conclude by noting that the above discussed difficulties with the incom
pressibility constraint are somewhat easier to handle in the case of assumed 
stress finite element method based on complementary energy principle (see, 
for instance, the works of Tong42 and Pian and Lee43 for a treatment of incom
pressibility, using assumed stress hybrid finite element methods, in linear 
clastic infinitesimal deformation cases). Work is currently under way in the 
author's laboratory in using a complementary principle of the type given in 
Eq. (94) to treat situations of near or total incompressibility at large plastic 
st rains. 

5. Summary 

r n this paper, several general rate variational principles, in both TL and 
UL approaches, for analyzing finite deformations (large strains and rotations) 
of nonlinear clastic and inelastic materials have been presented. l\Iodified prin
ciples for accurately treating the situations of near or precise incompressibility 
have been indicated. Some new rate complementary energy principles for analyz
ing large strain p lasticity and elasticity problems, in both TL and U L versions, 
have been reported. 
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